Study Group Assignment

Requirements
Meet with your study group on campus before the Chapter 3 Test and study for the test. Here’s what you have to do:

- When everyone has arrived, take a selfie of the group and send it to me in the LINE app using a private chat (not the entire group)
- Take a picture of what you’re planning to work on before you start working on it. For example, you can
  - Take a picture of your MyMathLab screen showing that you’ve not yet started on the Chapter 3 Test Practice Problems homework assignment, or
  - Attach 8 blank graphing post-its to a piece of paper (front and back)
- Study with your group for one hour or more, then take another selfie and send it to me in the LINE app using a private chat (not the entire group)
- Take another picture of your work, this time showing how much you have accomplished. For example, you can
  - Show how many problems in the Chapter 3 Test Practice Problems you have completed, or
  - Show how many of the 8 post-its now have graphs on them.

Extra Credit
Continue to work in your study group for an additional hour. At the end of the second hour:

- Take another selfie of your group and send it to the LINE app.
- Take another picture of what you’ve been working on. For example, you can
  - Show how many problems in the Chapter 3 Test Practice Problems you have now completed (hopefully all of them), or
  - Show how many of the 8 post-its now have graphs on them (hopefully all of them)